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Abstract
We present an interactive visual music classification tool that will allow users to automatically structure music collections in a personalized way. With our approach, users play an active role in an iterative process of building classification models, using different interactive interfaces for labeling songs. The interactive tool conflates interfaces for the detailed analysis at different granularities, i.e., audio features, music songs, as well as classification results at a glance. Interactive labeling is provided with three complementary interfaces, combining model-centered and human-centered labeling-support principles. A clean visual design of the individual interfaces depicts complex model characteristics for experts, and indicates our work-in-progress towards the abilities of non-experts. The result of a preliminary usage scenario shows that, with our system, hardly any knowledge about machine learning is needed to create classification models of high accuracy with less than 50 labels.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization application domains; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning;

1. Introduction

Today, numerous datasets prompt for extraction of potentially useful knowledge. This applies to research, industry, society, and to personal data collections as well. The scope of applied machine learning (ML) techniques is expanding from expert-driven scenarios to situations involving non-experts, e.g., in everyday life. Personal digital music collections are one example where non-expert users may benefit from applying those techniques. Beyond sorting functionality for long lists of music songs, the classification of music or the recommendation of new music are promising to structure personal data collections in a useful way. Formally, classification finds functions that map instances \( x \) to labels \( y \), according to a pre-defined set of labeled training data. In ML, many computational models exist which can be used to facilitate classification tasks, e.g., decision trees, neural networks, support vector machines, and more (see also Section 2.1).

Classification requires labels which have to be provided by users in advance. A way to facilitate labeling during a personalized training process is active learning [Set12], where a user is queried for labels of instances the classifier is most uncertain about. However, solely using active learning as a means for candidate selection confronts users with a constant stream of questions. This may raise frustration and decrease concentration [CT10], rather than assigning users an active role in candidate selection and model building.

ML can be enhanced with visual-interactive means to allow broader user groups to participate in the iterative and interactive learning [ACKK14, SSZ+16, SSZ+17, ERT+17]. The principle to combine model-centered (using active learning) with human-centered labeling (using visual-interactive interfaces) (referred to as visual interactive learning (VIAL) [BZSA18]) conveys this rationale for labeling tasks.

Our goal is to make model learning a more personalized, interactive, and transparent endeavor, not only for experts but - in future - also for non-experts. We present a general interactive ML approach that enables (expert) users to create personalized classifiers. In addition, we shed light on our process to extend and re-design the approach towards the abilities of non-experts, using the example of music classification as a clearly defined, relevant, and end user-centered application domain.

Previous work has addressed visual analytics approaches for analysis and exploration of multimedia content. Záháčka et al. present a literature survey on multimedia analytic and propose a multimedia analytics process model including user interaction and visualization [ZW14]. With a visual analytics technique, van der Corput and Jarke J. van Wijk support the discovery of relationships in image collection considering both data content and metadata [vdCvW17]. Related to that, Gao et al. present a human-centered approach for personalized classifier training and image retrieval [GYSF09]. The Map of Mozart is an example for the visual cluster analysis of music songs proposed for interactive comparison of music categories [MLR06]. Finally, we refer to surveys for music classification and recommendation that do not explicitly incorporate visual analytics techniques [HDR+08, FLTZ11, SDP12].

Assigning users an active role in the labeling and classification process comes with four main challenges. First, most ML models run in a black-box manner. Building such models is a complex task which requires a transparent way to access the modeling process [SSZ+17]. Second, the ML process is incremental, requiring an interactive role of the user to train, analyze, and improve the model. Thereby, users have to make informed decisions in the modeling process [FO03]. Third, to support individual classification tasks, an explicit and user-centric (instead of only learner-centric)
way to give feedback is needed [SRL *07], coupled with the ability to have the control over the model [CT10]. Finally, classification approaches come with the challenge of a tedious labeling process to create training data [Set12].

We present a visual analytics approach that allows expert users to label music collections and to build personalized classification models. The approach builds upon requirements to interactive visual ML models and implements the principles of visual interactive learning (VIAL) concept [BZSA18]. Our primary contributions are:

- A novel music classification system which learns personal preferences of users
- Visualization techniques that allow the analysis of data and model characteristics at three different granularities (features, instances, and classes)
- Three visualization techniques that enable the user to label instances in different ways and to iteratively learn the classifier, depending on their information need, expertise, and preference

We also share our work-in-progress from an expert system towards a VIAL approach for end users following the goal to open ML to broader user groups. After presenting the system in Section 2, we demonstrate the approach in a usage scenario on genre classification (Section 3) and conclude in Section 4.

2. Approach

We present the technical background (Section 2.1) and requirements (Section 2.2) for our approach, followed by an in-depth description of the system and individual views in Section 2.3.

2.1. Technical Background

Music Feature Extraction: With the ESSENTIA [BWG *13] library, we use a standard approach for music feature extraction. ESSENTIA combines spectral, time-domain, tonal, rhythm, SFX and other high-level descriptors to yield a compact feature representation. ESSENTIA is open source, in contrast to projects that have become commercial such as the Echo Nest API [EWJL10].

Classification: We use general purpose classifiers which are fast, robust, and have become popular across several application domains. Users can select from the following algorithms: Random Forest [Bre01], C4.5 [Qui93], KStar [CT95], NaiveBayes [HKP12], SimpleLogistic [FHT00], MultilayerPerceptron [RHW86], SVM [CV95], and AdaBoost [Sch99], all provided with the WEKA [SF16] framework.

Active Learning: According to surveys on active learning [Set09, Set12], existing algorithms can be divided into uncertainty sampling, query-by-committee, error reduction, relevance-based, and data-driven variants. We use Smallest Margin [SDW01] as a prominent example for uncertainty sampling, but point out that our approach does not depend on the choice of one algorithm.

2.2. Requirements to Personalized Classification Approaches

We utilized a set of requirements to build and iteratively refine our tool. The requirements were the result of a review of related work, experiences of previous approaches [will be added], as well as interviews and formative evaluation rounds with musicians (and drummers) conducted in early design phases.

- **R1: Granularities**: information about instances, features, and classes.
- **R2: Transparency**: inference about data and model output.
- **R3: Guidance**: emphasis on important aspects of data and model.
- **R4: Efficiency**: reducing effort for labeling and model building.
- **R6: Drill-Down**: focus on (semantic) aspects of interest.
- **R7: Instant Feedback**: ad-hoc representation of results for validation.
- **R8: Simple UI**: the user interface should be both intuitive and usable.
2.3. System Overview and General Design Principles

With the different views of the system (see Figure 1), we provide a means to (i) analyze music collections at three different granularities ($R_1$): features, instances, and classes and to (ii) label individual songs with three different and complementing visual interfaces.

General visualization and interaction designs of the system are as follows. Color is always used to depict class information [STMT12]. As such, color also serves as a means to link class information across different views. Drag-and-drop is the main interaction technique for labeling instances in an intuitive way ($R_4$). This allows picking instances in several views and dropping these instances into the class boxes in the labeling interface (see Figure 4). Filtering ($R_5$) allows to drill-down to interesting songs, either from a particular class or with conflicts between two classes (see Figure 3). In addition to the general use of best practices, many visualization and interaction designs of individual views are the result of an iterative design process, including observations of non-experts and informal interviews ($R_6$). One concrete outcome was to include help buttons at the upper right of every view to explain the usage of respective views in detail. In the description of individual views, we will refer to the design process to indicate simplifications of the design made for non-experts.

2.3.1. Song Overview

With the Song Overview (see Figure 2), users have a means to search for songs and browse through the music collection. The visual representation of songs (title, artists, and current classifier uncertainty) provides detailed information at the granularity of individual instances. Users can directly deduce the uncertainty of the classifier by analyzing horizontal bars depicting the probability distribution ($R_3$). Using horizontal bars is the result of design process. This encoding is now recurring in three views to foster intuitiveness ($R_7$).

Figure 3: Filtering interface to facilitate drill-down to important instances. Classes and class conflicts can be selected, e.g., to focus on semantically similar classes that are more difficult to learn.

2.3.2. Labeling Interface

Core functionalities of the Labeling Interface (see Figure 4) are the definition of classes which, in turn, act as containers to drop songs for interactive labeling. In the lower part, users can validate the classifier’s assignments of songs to classes in a list-based interface. By default, the interface lists songs by the degree of certainty of the classifier’s class prediction (represented with horizontal bars and score labels for each song), helping users to analyze the classification uncertainty by the output of the classifier per-class ($R_8$, $R_9$). In addition, users can re-label misclassified songs with the drag-and-drop interaction to improve the classifier ($R_1$). Inverting the list allows the assessment of most uncertain songs, e.g., to confirm or adapt class memberships.

2.3.3. Feature Space

The Feature Space interface (see Figure 6) is especially designed for expert users to discover relationships between features, data, and classes to facilitate more informed decisions ($R_{10}$). Users can analyze every feature included in the dataset, sorted by a feature selection criterion, e.g., mutual information [Bat94]. Boxplots depict the distribution of songs in every feature. In addition, the interface allows the analysis of the discrimination strength of features for the different classes, depicted with colored lines for every class.

2.3.4. Active Learning

The overarching goal of the Active Learning interface (see Figure 7) is to highlight candidate instances the model is most uncertain about. As such, users have an effective tool to improve the classification model with only few labels ($R_{11}$). Our special requirement to the active learner is providing a sorted list of most uncertain instances, rather than only a single (worst) instance. With the list-based interface, users can select preferred songs from the suggestions for labeling, thus combining model-based and user-based preferences [BZSA18]. The list-based interface has a simple design ($R_8$) and guides users in the labeling process ($R_1$). To inform users about the degree of uncertainty, the interface again uses horizontal barcharts to show the probability distribution for any given song ($R_9$), which may be beneficial especially for experts.

2.3.5. Song Space

The Song Space interface (see Figure 5) allows the informed selection of labels based on spatial characteristics of the
can identify conflicting regions in the song space \([BHZ^*17]\) \((R_3)\). Three dimensionality reduction techniques \((tSNE, PCA \ [Jo102], MDS \ [Kru64])\) are used to map songs into the visual space, revealing the spatial distribution of the songs. Typical patterns to be found are dense regions, local clusters, or outliers. In addition, coloring of classes allows the assessment of class distributions \((R_3)\). The application of convex hulls \([SP07]\) further supports the analysis of intersecting classes. Given that, users can identify conflicting regions in the song space \([BHZ^*17]\). Hovering songs provides tool-tips and fills a text box at the bottom. Drag-and-drop is again used to support selecting and labeling songs \((R_3)\). In the design process, we observed that non-experts need additional guidance towards most relevant instances. Accordingly, we use an active learning model to facilitate algorithmic guidance. Transparency is now used to deemphasize instances that are less relevant for model improvement.

3. Usage Scenario

In this section, we showcase the usage of our approach by a scenario. As we aim to extend the system towards new user groups, we recruited a musician with a high interest in music history, experience in visualization and HCI, but also basic knowledge in ML. The user’s task is to create a genre classifier with four classes \((90s, Pop, House, Rock, and Hard Rock)\). For every class 100 candidate songs are provided. Our focus is on the demonstration of the labeling process, not on the (semantically) correct assignment of labels \([BHZ^*17]\). To exclude this human factor, we add a tag with ground truth information to each song \((e.g., \ [Rock]\)) and ask the user to inspect the lists of classified songs in the labeling interface. Figure 4 shows how he identifies misclassified songs among the top-ranked songs in several classes (red arrows). The re-assignment of these instances leads to a gain of accuracy to 72\%. With only 49 labeled songs, the musician has created a personal classifier (here: for genres) that is now able to automatically predict nearly three quarters of his music collection correctly.

The re-assignment of these instances leads to a gain of accuracy to 72\%. With only 49 labeled songs, the musician has created a personal classifier (here: for genres) that is now able to automatically predict nearly three quarters of his music collection correctly.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a visual analytics tool for the personalized classification of music collections. The system integrates several visual interactive labeling (VIAL) techniques and mechanisms to support interactive machine learning. In particular, different linked views allow users to label and classify music songs, as well as to validate the classification model. With the system, experts can effectively create personal classifiers. To open interactive machine learning for non-experts, we also disclosed our work-in-progress towards simplistic and usable visualization and interaction designs.

Future work includes further evaluation with non-expert users and the refinement of the interactive interfaces. It will be particularly interesting to quantify the effect of including users in the classification loop in comparison with automatic approaches, and how the visual and interaction design influences this comparison. Our approach is a basis for further experiments in this direction. Finally, we plan to extend the techniques to other recommendation tasks to investigate their general applicability.
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\[ \text{Figure 5: Projection of songs to 2D plots using PCA. Color-coding helps to assess the separation of classes. Labeling between the two displayed states (large images) included a falsely assigned green song, resulting in more compact classes after re-training.} \]

\[ \text{Figure 6: The Feature Space interface shows the distribution of songs with boxplots and the class discrimination with colored lines for every feature. Interesting features can be analyzed in detail (right). Checkboxes allow the deselection of features.} \]

\[ \text{Figure 7: An active learning model provides a list of candidate instances the classifier is most uncertain about. Our interactive filter reduced songs towards conflicts between class blue and orange.} \]
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